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The Plague
By H0.!!AND

coITER

' - The'histofy of American art

at tbe

',eld bf the 20th,cextUrjr-is at lebst in
parr tlre iislorrn iit *fbS, glriny artista died of the disease. Its preience
sh,aped,thql.magg of ,the human ;body
as a potent and Volatile cultural em-

blem. Art played an aggressive role

in battering away at tie-pglitics of
denial that surrounded the epidemic.
Despite all thii, AIDS went all but
unmentioned in the recent rash of
retrospectives.. One reason is simply
that;:,with:the successful use of ex-

pensive palliative drugs since the

,late'1990's, the disease has lost its
aura of .emergencyl for middle-class
whites in the United States.
This is not the case; however, for
the rest of the world, where the dev-

astation from AIDS has assumed

hurricane force. In the United States
more than half of recently reported
H.I.V. infections were among blacks,
whb co.nstitute only around 12 percent of the population. Last week the
United Nations confirmed that some
70 percent of H..I-V. and AIDS cases
worldwide were concentrated in Africa, with ongof four adults infected
in some countries.
At .least some of the emotional
weight of these figures finds its way
into "Bodies of.Resistqnce," an exhi
bition at Real Art Ways in Hartford
orglmized byrVisual AIDS under the
curatorial hand of Barbara Hunt.
Timed to coincide with the eighth

international AIDS conferen"" ihut

opened in South Africa in December,
the show draws together lZ artists oi

different geherations and cultural
backgrounds.

.' Most
bf the work in the show (including

a temporary outdoor pbr-

tormance-based piece by Steed Taylor) was commissioned for the occasion, which is always a c,hancy way
to go. But despite somq,unevenness
and the problems of focus built into
loosely defined group endeavors, the
results feel individually thought
through and collectively si.ong. -

. Although AIDS is the underlying

theme, most of the work is metapirorl
ically fluid rather than issue-spe.

"Bodies of Resistance,, remains at

Real Art Ways, 56 Arbor Street,
Hartford, GAD n2-1006, through
Jan.30.

